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Recommender systems: task
(may I please skip the explanation what recommender systems are for?)

Goal: based on users’ feedback (of any kind!) on items, suggesting users new items

Usually are roughly divided into 

- content-based ones (determining what kind of content the user likes)
- those utilizing collaborative filtering (predicting preferences based on similarity to other users)
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Recommender systems: task
Explicit feedback matrix of ratings

RNxM = { ru,i in 0..5 }

value 1..5 if the user u 
has interacted with the item i

0 -- if one has’t

Task: predict new items the user
Is supposed to rate higher
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Recommender systems: traditional CF approach
Methods that are well-known and widely 
used in industry

NMF
nonnegative matrix factorization

SVD
singular value decomposition

...And all other kinds and shapes of matrix 
approximation ways
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Text-aware recommender systems: why?

...more useful data.

A common situation: users are asked to write reviews 
as their response becomes more trustworthy and 
informative for other users

User-item interaction becomes:

(u, i, ru,i, du,i)
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Baseline example: DeepCoNN
Lei Zheng, Vahid Noroozi, and Philip S Yu. 2017. Joint 
deep modeling of users and items using reviews for 
recommendation. In WSDM. ACM, 425-434.

Concatenation of the word vectors
for all the concatenated reviews 

- written by the user in concern
- devoted to the item in concern

and a standard two-tower architecture
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Aspect-based recommender systems
Users value different features (aspects) in items, and have different opinion each 
of aspects of one item, so taking this into account may

- improve predictions
- help analyze items’ most/least valued features or users’ preferences
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Room for improvement
- text-based systems are limited in terms of interpretability 

of predictions 
- aspect-based systems often rely on external aspects 

extraction instruments, which is the cause of the quality limits
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Aspects Extraction
the goal = to extract entity aspects on 
which opinions have been expressed

In practice may be is 
rule-based/supervised
BUT: suffers from domain adaptation

Hence, unsupervised approaches are 
to be worked on; usually -- all kinds and 
flavours of LDA, BTM, etc.
BUT: reviews are short, ‘extra efforts’ 
on estimating the document distribution, 
could try something else
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Topic Modeling with LDA
Sample LDA 
result from 
(Blei, 2011):
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Topic Modeling with LDA
Sample LDA 
result from 
(Blei, 2011):
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ABAE, a simple yet effective neural method, 
works as an autoencoder:

1. each word is assigned a word embedding 
(e.g. skip-grams)

2. words in a sentence are summed 
weighted with attention (hopefully 
down-weighting the non-aspect words)

3. the resulting sentence embedding is 
transformed with one FF layer

4. ...and then that sentence embedding is 
recovered with aspects matrix T
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Attention over words ew 
is ‘paid’ to the mean 
word embedding уs

TnTn
T is forced to be 

close to orthogonal 
to penalize redundancy

Main recovery loss
(max-margin)
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DETAILS

negative sample
original sentence embeddingrecovered sentence embedding
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EXAMPLES



On prediction stage, 

1) the aspects rates for the text are 
obtained as outputs of the FF layer 
with softmax

2) the words describing aspects (please 
see the prev. slide) are obtained as 
nearest neighbours to aspects 
embeddings from the T matrix
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Discussion
Findings from experience:

- stopwords filtering is important
- custom word2vec vectors perform better 

in terms of interpretability
- couldn’t make work on non-review data 

(larger texts where aspects may not be 
present, e.g. news, fashion reviews)

- good aspects matrix initialization 
is extremely important
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AspeRa: the idea
Two towers, each contains an ABAE-like 
encoder, which provides reconstruction 
“user embeddings” and “item embeddings” 

The intuition: there are some features 
(aspects) important in an item for a user, but 
the item also has other features. 

The idea was to separate item-related and 
user-related information and to have the 
possibility to analyze users’ preferences and 
items’ features

Note: no explicit usage of user ID or item ID
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in goes Review 1 in goes Review 2

ABAE* ABAE* ABAE* ABAE*



AspeRa: a closer look

A training sample = two reviews; as in ABAE, each is represented as a set of word embeddings 
(GloVe/word2vec-SGNS), which are then fed into the ABAE-like encoders

Either those are reviews from the same user, or both are about the same item

But, unlike in ABAE, there is no explicit negative sampling
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AspeRa: losses (quite a few tbh)
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user and item sentence embeddings scalar product 
for rating prediction, with MSE as loss



AspeRa: losses (quite a few tbh)
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for every user: we push 
1) reconstructed and original sentence embeddings to be closer for each user i
2) original sentence embeddings for both considered items away from the user’s 

reconstructed embedding

(1)           (2)

instead of negative 

sampling as in ABAE



AspeRa: losses (quite a few tbh)
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the case of the same user: we push 
1) original sentence embeddings to be closer for each user i
2) original sentence embeddings for both considered items away from the user

(1)           (2)



AspeRa: losses (quite a few tbh)
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… + almost exactly the same max-margin losses 
of the like for items, not users in focus



AspeRa: prediction
For prediction just one tower 
is used, the one with the MSE loss: 
rating is predicted as a scalar 
product of a ‘user embedding’ 
and an ‘item embedding’
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Review text IN

Rating value OUT



AspeRa: rating prediction evaluation

Amazon Product Reviews: 21 individual 
product categories

Amazon Instant Videos 5-core reviews
- 37,126 reviews, 
- 5,130 users, 
- 1,685 items, 
- 3,454,453 non-unique tokens.

Amazon Toys and Games 5-core reviews
- 167,597 reviews, 
- 19,412 users, 
- 11,924 items, 
- 17,082,324 non-unique tokens

http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/ 
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AspeRa: quantitative evaluation

Rating prediction: a document from 
the test set is fed into the first ‘tower’, 
and rating prediction is compared 
with ground truth

28img src: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_squared_error
Domain-specific custom word vectors have boosted the quality!



From Core-1 to Core-5 datasets
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Aspect (topic) coherence quantitative analysis

Standard topic coherence measures on 
Amazon Instant Videos 5-Core dataset:

- PMI-coherence computed using 
top N words in topics  (see x axis)

- its normalized modification (NPMI)
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AspeRa: qualitative analysis

Based on SGNS
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Based on GloVe



AspeRa: qualitative analysis
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trained on Otzovik reviews
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AspeRa: lessons learned so far

- aspect-based recommendations can be effective
- ABAE can serve as an aspects encoder in larger systems
- the choice of word vectors can matter
- interpretability of the aspects in AspeRa is still a challenge
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What next?

- working on quality of aspects
- thorough cold-start tolerance analysis 
- cross-domain text-based recommendations

etc.
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